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1.

Personal data
Albert García-Alzórriz

Birth

6 September 1992. Barcelona

2.

Statement

My work focuses on the fascination and estrangement produced by certain places and objects,
using the recording and editing of sounds and images as a tool for aesthetic and political
interaction.
In recent years, I have concentrated on studying and trying to understand how humans’
existence intertwines with that of the objects around them until they blend together. This occurs
in the case of the colonisation villages built under Francoism, in which architecture has radically
influenced the inhabitants’ fate (Behind the eucalyptus trees), and in the phenomenon of
iconoclasm, where the border between the animate and the inanimate is blurred entirely (Eyes /
Eyes / Eyes / Eyes).
As a continuation of this line of research, I am currently developing two audiovisual projects,
consisting of re-examining and updating some fundamental elements of cinema history. Here, I
position myself on the border between the social and the natural, the human and the nonhuman. The first project is an examination of the aesthetic dimension of medical hospital

technologies, on scales ranging from the architectural to the molecular (Room Tone). The second
involves reassessing the myth of insularity as the origin of modern cinema by looking at aspects
that have been marginalised to some degree, such as the use and management of natural
resources and social realities caused by globalisation, including immigration and mass tourism
(Insular).
In parallel, as part of the Master’s course in Contemporary Film and Audiovisual Studies at
Pompeu Fabra University, I am conducting academic research into the ‘making-of’ as a key genre
for understanding the aesthetic and political potential of cinema, under the title ‘The making of
the making-of. An essay on symmetric cinema’.
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3.

Room Tone. Description

The work I would develop during the residency at Cité Internationale des Arts is part of an
ongoing artistic research project, titled Room Tone, in which I deal with the aesthetic condition
of medical hospital technologies through audiovisual language. In its broadest sense, Room
Tone does not just allude to the colour of a space, such as an operating room or waiting room. In
cinema jargon, ‘room tone’ refers to the recording of sound in a closed space, when no activity is
going on. In other words, it is the sound of apparent silence.
‘Health is life lived in the silence of the organs’, wrote French surgeon René Leriche in an

Encyclopédie Française entry from 1936. These organs have been associated with the evolution
of audiovisual production from the very beginning. As Jean-Luc Godard noted in Histoire(s) du
cinéma, the dawn of cinema coincided with the origins of radiology; indeed, the sale of X-ray
film brought a company like Kodak more success than its photographic film. Furthermore, the
colours used for special effects backdrops and for uniforms and interior design in hospitals
emerged from a single logic: green and blue, the standard in both cases, are the complementary
colours to the tones present in blood and other human tissues.
The branch of Room Tone I would like to develop emerges from the intersection between bodies
and sound, and its end result will be an audio and spatial installation. Its content will be based
on fieldwork carried out at Hôtel-Dieu Hospital, the oldest in Paris, which is located barely ten
minutes away from the Cité Internationale des Arts.
The work process will be composed of two parts: in the first, I will record and process sounds
made by hospital technologies, such as tomographs, MRI scanners and ultrasound machines,
and in the second, I will collect testimonies from the hospital’s patients and workers. I will then
use these statements, along with other information and anecdotes about the symbiosis between
aesthetics and medicine, to put together a story, in a way reminiscent of Derek Jarman’s Blue
and Chroma. These two lines of research will converge in a sound composition that will
constitute the basis for the final installation, the spatial and visual aspects of which will be
defined during the residency.
To carry out the project, I will work with the radiology and medical imaging department at HôtelDieu Hospital, local artists and resident artists at the Cité Internationale des Arts. The aim is to
initiate a multi-disciplinary conversation that goes beyond the strictly artistic, with the premises
of Room Tone as a starting point.
The following pages include a selection of reference images for the project.
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CV

Albert García-Alzórriz Guardiola
Barcelona, 1992. Architect and audiovisual artist

1.

Contact. www.garcia-alzorriz.com

2.

Languages. Catalan: Native | Spanish: Native | English: CAE-C1 | French: DELF-B1

3.

Academic training

2021

MA in Contemporary Film and Audiovisual Studies. Pompeu Fabra University. Spain

2018

MA + BA in Architecture. Polytechnic University of Catalonia. Spain

2017

BA in Fine Arts. University of Barcelona. Spain

4.

Exhibitions. Selection

2021

Proyector 2021. Upcoming

Curator: Mario Gutiérrez Cru. Group Show. Sala El Águila. Madrid, Spain
2020

Anima. 7th Taiwan International Video Art Exhibition

Curators: Eva Lin, Yu Wei. Group Show. Hong-Gah Museum. Taipei, Taiwan
2019

To lose your head (Idols) - Catalonia in Venice. 58th Biennale di Venezia
Curator: Pedro Azara. Group Show. Castello 40. Venice, Italy

2018

Inhabiting the Mediterranean

Curator: Pedro Azara. Group Show. IVAM. Valencia, Spain
Behind the eucalyptus trees
Curator: Ignasi Aballí. Solo Show. La Puntual. Sant Cugat, Spain
5.

Festivals

2021

Arkipel. Int. Documentary and Experimental Film Fest. Jakarta, Indonesia. Upcoming
La Inesperada International Film Festival. Barcelona, Spain
Rencontres Internationales Paris/Berlin. Paris, France. Berlin, Germany

2020

Documenta Madrid International Film Festival. Madrid, Spain
BISFF Beijing International Short Film Festival. Beijing, China

Cámara Lúcida International Film Festival. Cuenca, Ecuador
FID Buenos Aires International Documentary Film Festival. Buenos Aires, Argentina
FID Marseille International Film Festival. Marseille, France
2018

Alcances Documentary Film Festival. Cádiz, Spain

6.

Awards

2020

First Prize. ‘New Narratives’ Competition. 8th FID Buenos Aires. Argentina

2019

Shortlisted. Sabadell Emerging Artists Prize. Acadèmia de Belles Arts de Sabadell. Spain

2017

Shortlisted. Cultural Innovation International Prize. CCCB. Barcelona, Spain
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7.

Grants and residencies

2021

Residency. Upcoming. Casa Planas. Mallorca, Spain
Residency. Hangar. Barcelona, Spain

2014 – 2017

Teaching assistance grant. UPC. Department of Architectural Projects. Barcelona, Spain

8.

Catalogues and publications. Selection

2021

Anima. Taipei: Hong-Gah Museum, Taiwan Contemporary Culture Lab, 2021
Text: Lin, E., Wei, Y. (2021). EYES / EYES / EYES / EYES. ISBN: 978-986-99871-0-3

2020

FID Marseille 2020. Marseille: FID Marseille, 2020
Text: Feodoroff, N. (2020). EYES / EYES / EYES / EYES

2019

To lose your head (Idols). Catalonia in Venice. Barcelona: Tenov, 2019
Text: García-Alzórriz, A. (2019). EYES / EYES / EYES / EYES. ISBN: 978-84-944234-4-4

2018

Inhabiting the Mediterranean. Valencia: IVAM, 2018
Text: Azara, P. (2018). Behind the eucalyptus trees. ISBN: 978-84-482-6294-5

9.

Filmography

2020

EYES / EYES / EYES / EYES. 37 min. Spain
Production: A. G.-Alzórriz. Commission for the 58th Biennale di Venezia
World Premiere: FID Marseille 2020. National Premiere: Documenta Madrid 2020

2018

Behind the eucalyptus trees. 32 min. Spain
Production: A. G.-Alzórriz, B. Roll
National Premiere: Alcances 2018

10.

Works of architecture and artistic collaborations. Selection

2018 – 2019

Institut Ramon Llull. Catalan Pavilion at the 58th Biennale di Venezia
Artist. Creation of an audiovisual work for the ‘To lose your head (Idols)’ exhibition

2018

La Infinita de l’Hospitalet. 700 sq. La Infinita. L’Hospitalet de Llobregat
Architect. Conversion of an industrial space into an art and residency centre
Here. Sala Beckett - Obrador Internacional de Dramatúrgia. Barcelona
Architect. Stage and light design for a theatre piece

Aquí cabe un teatro. AH UM. Barcelona
Architect. Light design for an exhibition and performance space
2017

Sumer and the Modern Paradigm. 800m2. Fundació Joan Miró. Barcelona
Architect. Exhibition design with the architect Albert Imperial

2016 – 2017

AC/E. Acción Cultural Española. Spanish Pavilion at the 57th Biennale di Venezia
Artist. Assistant of Jordi Colomer for the ‘¡Únete! / Join Us!’ exhibition

2016

Museu del Disseny de Barcelona. Design and craftsmanship museum. Barcelona
Artist. A/V editor for the ‘Brick by Brick: Ceramics Applied to Architecture’ exhibition
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2021

Insular
Digital Video. Work in Progress
With the support of the Pyrenees–Mediterranean Euroregion

Abstract
In an essay on Monika, the film by Ingmar Bergman, film theorist Alain Bergala suggested that
cinematic modernity was partly born out of ‘insularity’. According to Bergala, Rossellini’s
experiences on the island of Stromboli, Bergman’s on Örno, Antonioni’s on Lisca Bianca and
Godard’s on Porquerolles founded cinema’s new relationship with scenery (dictated by the
randomness of nature) and with filming dynamics (thanks to isolated, community life), which
would result in unprecedented poetics.
How can we update the power of the insular to make it a reality no longer divided between the
social and the natural, the human and the non-human?
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2020

EYES / EYES / EYES / EYES
Digital video. 37 min.

Web / Trailer / Dossier

Colour and B/W. Stereo

Video in Spanish. Pass: ojos

DCP (2K, 4:3)

Video in English. Pass: eyes

Synopsis
An archive holds fragments of toppled statues. Inside, the air from a fan caresses the archivists’
stalled gestures as they rest, unmoving. The hum of the motor and the drawn-out wait induce
sleep:
In a dream, soldiers and civilians smile, motionless.
(Faraway shots, bullets whistling and explosions).
In another dream, there are just stones, indifference and oblivion.

(None of the above is real or true).
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2018

Behind the eucalyptus trees
Digital video. 32 min.

Web / Trailer / Dossier

Colour. Stereo

Video in Spanish. Pass: eucaliptos

DCP (HD, 16:9)

Video with English subtitles. Pass: eucalyptus

Synopsis
In a colonisation village built under Francoism, the inhabitants settle on an empty plot once
occupied by the open-air cinema.
History unfolds forwards and backwards: through gestures, actions and objects, the original
colonisation process is replicated. Meanwhile, sitting outside their houses and leaning out of
windows, some neighbours get some fresh air and chat. The village is reinterpreted by local
mythology: the unique architecture and the eucalyptus forest that surrounds it acquire new
meanings.
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